Class imbalance is a serious issue in classification problem. If a class is unevenly distributed the classification algorithm unable to classify the response variable, which will result in inaccuracy. The technique Multiclass Data Imbalance Oversampling Techniques (MuDIOT) is to find out the factors which have a hidden negative impact on classification. To alleviate the negative impact the technique MuDIOT concentrates on balancing the data and the result minimizes the problems raised due to uneven distribution of classes. The dataset chosen has a multiclass distribution problem and it is handled to produce better results of classification.
INTRODUCTION
Classification coined as most common factor in machine learning. It is referred as the process of classifying an unpredicted, unordered value. [1] . It contains algorithms applied to the data and build the model that can be classified and discovers the dependencies behind class attributes. After that, new labels are tested and classified to the predicted groups. The data produced so far has its unique characteristics. Based on the characteristics alone we cannot build the perfect model. Most of the real world applications, particularly in healthcare, retrieving and calculating the required parameters is expensive and may not be done at all. Gathering samples from each of the above mentioned classes is difficult because of the above factors. When one class samples is more in number than that of other class, it is known as class imbalance problem. It is a common thing in medical databases when a large number of patient data is taken into consideration. [1] Multiclass Data Imbalance Oversampling Techniques (MuDIOT) deals with this problem by random sampling of minority classes. It deals with multiple classes wherein a particular class or group of classes lies under minority values. Health care data analytics requires much importance since a large amount of data is generated. There are many analysis carried out in the medical domain to improve the classification techniques and results are analyzed to increase predictor accuracy [4] - [6] , especially when it is the case of uneven distribution of datasets. Thus machine learning algorithms have been applied to dataset that are not evenly distributed or incomplete, are discussed in this paper.
The classes which are not evenly distributed is the major issue which is in attention until 1990s [7] . In the year 2005 dealing with imbalanced cost effective data was a major issue and it occupies the top ten 10 challenging issues in data mining.
[8] Another problem in medical dataset is which attributes to choose for classification. It results in Feature Selection and a variety of methods available for selecting the top features.
II. BACKGROUND

Imbalanced Data Identification
The imbalanced class distribution defined as the relation between more numbers in majority class than that of minority class. [9] .This lack of equality occurs in most of the medical databases, where different patients are diagnosed for different illness. These types of patients require special treatment. In specific cases, the datasets are fairly imbalanced with a imbalance ratio of, 1:10000 [7] .
The classification and prediction algorithm shows improper classifiers and predictors on applying imbalanced dataset. The figure 1 shows the uneven distribution of classes. The main idea to resolve data imbalance is to resample the data as many times to obtain better class and even class distribution. Once it is evenly scattered it becomes easy for the classifiers to work on standard conditions. It will improve the classifier performance rapidly.
Competency Feature Selection-Removing of redundant features
Data contains attributes which are correlated with each other. Most of the methods shows better results if the correlated attributes are removed. A correlation may be positive where both variables travels in same direction or it be negative, where one attribute value increases the others decreases. Correlation may be neural or zero, which means the variables are not related. The performance of some of the algorithms become very worse if two or more variables are tightly related, called multicollinearity. An example of the above case is linear regression where the highly depended variables are removed, in order to improve the model. The proposed work after applying RFE, the correlation matrix for the thyroid dataset is shown in Table. 2.
Table.2. Correlation matrix
Ranking the Important Features
The significance of the attributes can be calculated from the data by building the model. Some algorithms such as decision trees have some mechanism to predict the important attributes that is to taken for analysis. For some other algorithms, the importance of attributes can be obtained by ROC curve analysis which is carried out on each attribute [16] [10] .The variable chosen for analysis is a notable output of the random forest algorithm. For every attribute in the matrix the importance of each attribute ia analyzed and the it is taken for analysis. The importance plot function gives the feature plotted on y-axis, and the variable importance plotted on x-axis. They are arranged from top to bottom as most important to least important. Hence, the most important variables are on the top and an estimate which shows their importance is mentioned by the dot position on x-axis. [18] Obviously, take a large gap across variables and choose the best one to work with. But the variables or features should be equally distributed to avoid neither over distribution nor under distribution.The example below loads thyroid dataset and constructs a Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) model. The varImp is the measure which gives the priority of top ten attributes among 22 attributes of the dataset. These top ten attributes are used to evaluate the importance of variables which is calculated and is shown in Figure. 2. It shows that the TSH, FTI and On_thyroxine attributes are the top priority attributes in the dataset and the sex attribute is the least priority attribute.
Fig.2. Variable Importance.
Gini Impurity is a measure of an incorrect classification of the random variable and if that new instance is distributed randomly which is based on distribution of class labels. The formula which calculates the Gini impurity for the randomly selected features is given in formula 1.
Where P (i) is the probability of classification I.
Feature Selection
The automatic selection of features can be applied to construct samples with different partitions of dataset and identifying which attributes are needed or not necessary for construction of accurate models. A widely known automatic method for selection of features is available in R caret package and is known as Recursive Feature Elimination or RFE. The illustration described below is an example of RFE method applied on thyroid dataset. A Random Forest algorithm is applied at each step to analyze the model. 
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY-IMBALANCED DATA HANDLING
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE):
The data which are imbalanced is a supervised learning problem in which one class has more numbers than the other classes. The problem occurs frequently in binary as well as multi-level classification problems. In other words, a data set which shows distribution between the classes as unequal are considered to be imbalanced. The methods given below are used to handle imbalanced data.
 Under sampling  Oversampling  Synthetic Generation of Data  Cost Effective Learning The work depicted in this paper focuses on production of data using SMOTE. It works as creating artificial data rather than recurring and manifolding data from minority classes. It is also a method of oversampling technique. In synthetic generation of data, synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) is most common used method. The algorithm generates unnatural data based upon the feature space. It generates a group of minority class that are selected randomly and shifts the classifier learning upon minority class [14] . To generate synthetic data, it uses bootstrapping and k-nearest neighbor algorithms. It works as shown below :
 Calculate dissimilarity between the sample space and the nearest neighbor of it.  The dissimilarity obtained is replicated and applied on number that occurs with the range 0 and 1.  The result obtained is joined to the sample space taken for consideration..
 The random selection point is calculated across two specific features along the line segment.
Multiclass Data Imbalance Oversampling Techniques (MuDIOT).
A replacement of over and under samples known as Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) was introduced in 2002 by N.Chawla et al. [15] generates raw data. New data produced along the positive class and any of the k-nearest neighbors. SMOTE constructs a combination of oversampling the lowest class and under sampling the highest class. It proves a good efficiency in most of the cases but in rare case when data is distributed in complex.
[16] [10] .
The binary class problem is rectified using MuDIOT. 
where D new denotes the MuDIOT data, D x denotes the original dataset D k denotes the k nearest neighbor and R denotes a random number between 0 and 1. The results for different k values are shown below. Each step improves the oversampled data than that of original instances.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By applying the above algorithm the dataset has been adjusted for oversampling and under sampling. By doing so the result has an ad versant effect. The data is distributed evenly on the three class attributes which will not affect the performance and accuracy of algorithms. The results are visualized as given below.
At k=1
